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HP448 “Jewell” $4.50/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–21 Pieces

HP457 “Kingsdown” $4.50/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP451 “Hawkeye” $4.50/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP452 “Meade” $4.50/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP453 “Abilene” $4.50/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP455 “Rawlins” $4.50/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–25 Pieces

HP253 “Classic Abilene” $3.90/set
Classic Scale Show Halter Set–21 Pieces

HP458 “Neosho” $4.50/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP459 “Trego” $4.50/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP462 “Peketon” $4.50/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–23 Pieces

HP463 “Drover” $4.50/set
Trad Scale Show Halter Set–22 Pieces

HP259 “Classic Trego” $3.90/set
Classic Scale Show Halter Set–21 Pieces

Almost all the parts you need to create a West-
ern-Style Show halter with all the bling! Choose
from 10 different Trad. Scale designs and 2 in
Classic size. 

Each set contains enough parts to create a fully
adjustable show halter, or you can assemble
your halter in simpler styles. All you need to add
is the leather lace, and a small piece of chain
and a jump ring for the lead shank.

Helpful Tutorials!

for some how-to info and tips: www.riorondo.com/info/reference/tutorials/



We find this product superior for attaching bits compared to the
customary tacky wax.

Sold in a handy dispenser pack of 450.

GL236 –450 Glue Squares– $7.75 each

Glue Dots® brand 3/16” Remov-
able Squares are fantastic for
temporarily attaching bit shanks
to your models.

•Leaves no residue on models
•Easy to remove
•Holds up in warm temps

These thin squares are useful for
tacking down wayward straps,
dolls holding reins, and many
other uses for both display and
model showing!

Glue Squares!
NEW

!
Removable Glue Dots

POUNCE WHEEL
This rolling wheel has 24 teeth
per inch, to create evenly-spaced
tiny “stitch hole marks” to add
detail to saddles and many other
tack items. 
5.25” handle with 1/4” wheel. TL162—$9.80

BEAD PICK/AWL

The sharp tiny tip on this Bead Pick will allow you to
snag the tiniest beads, as well as easily poke holes
through thin leathers. 6.25” long with Soft-Grip handle.

TL843—$3.35

GTF7 –Fine Tooling Goat 8.5x5.5” .6mm           $5.00 ea.
GTO2 –Tooling Goat 8.5x5.5” .9mm                $3.50 ea.
GTO6 –Tooling Goat scrap bag (.75oz)             $1.25 ea.
SHP2 –Tooling Sheep  8.5x5.5” 1.3mm (.75oz)    $3.50 ea.

Tooling Goat & Sheep Leathers
These new tooling leathers are firm-bodied vegetable-tanned
leather with a fine, tight surface grain. Tooling goat is avail-
able in 2 thicknesses.
.6mm Fine Tooling Goat also is firm-bodied but quite thin,
yet still accepts tooling. Suitable for small-scale saddles or
projects that require less bulk than other veg-tan leathers.
Also suitable for filigree, inlays or overlays and lightweight
items such as saddlebags, scabbards and other small cases..
.9mm Tooling Goat is like our other Cow and Calf leathers,
but is a bit firmer, with a tighter surface grain. 
Tooling Goat leathers tend to include some surface color vari-
ance.
Tooling Sheep runs a little thicker than regular Tooling Cow,
at about 1.3mm. It has bit of a buttery feel, and has a bit of
stretch compared to goat leathers.

Matching One-Ear plates go with our rails for small-scale bridles. This special
shape will bend to nicely fit around most ears...just trim the extra length from
each end. Can be glued in place or add sliding loops to the ends.

BIJOUX ONE-EAR PLATES

Decatur

JX572s
Atwood

JX573s
Reno

JX575s
Riley

JX576s
Rope

JX577s

$1.25/4

1:18 Bijoux scale Western Saddle Tree
set in resin for small-scale models
ranging from 3 to 3.5” high at the
withers. Can be sanded, carved,
trimmed or built up with putty to cus-
tomize.

TR744 Bijoux Western Tree
                              $6.00/set

Resin Stirrups
These new resin stirrups in tan color are easily painted to simu-
late a wood-grain look. Alternatively, the western stirrups can
be covered in leather. (US Cavalry stirrups traditionally are
made of wood and uncovered.)

JUMP CUPS

Use these resin jump cups to
easily place the rails on any
jump. Cups fit 3/8” square
wooden dowels.

Some assembly required

A set contains the jump cups, cotter pins, chain
and jump rings for assembly. Jump cups come in
grey-colored resin, which can be painted any color,
as well as sanded, drilled, modified etc.

JC138 Jump Cups       $4.50/pair

US Cavalry
Stirrups

Resin/Tan Color

SP524–Trad. Scale–$6.50/pair
SP532–Action/1:6 Scale–$8.00/pair

Bijoux
WESTERN SADDLE TREE

Euro-Veg Tooling Cow

LVT18–Euro-VegTooling 8.5x5.5” $8.50
LVT21–Euro-Veg seconds $4.50

Euro-Veg leather is slightly thinner (.9-
1.1mm) than tooling cow, and has a
somewhat softer feel than standard Tool-
ing Cow.

“Kansas” 
Western Stirrups

SP801 Trad/1:9 Scale $5.00
SP866 Action/1:6 Scale $7.50

Tan Resin


